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We dedicate this 1ssue to 
J UST as tulips are popping up above the ground in the beginning of spring, so are hundreds ot 
aspiring young journalists popping up behind their 
pecking typewriters, getting their bearings in a new 
atmosphere. 
They're all hopeful; they're inspired by the smell 
of printer's ink and the click-dick of a linotype. 
They're beginning to notice that conciseness and 
brevity are all important in the modern journalism ot 
our whirling world. 
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And so the home economics student finds a new 
field developing for her. Whether she studies child 
development or textiles and clothing, she knows that 
she'll have something worth writing in a few years. 
If she's interested in journalism, she looks at the 
lengthy list of graduates who have gone before and 
gathers courage. For it's an inspiring truth that many 
of the Prudence Pennys and Mary Meads used to be 
just Jane Jones, home economics sophomore at Iowa 
State College. -by the editor. 
I 
M ANY foreigners insist, "American women have the prettiest faces and the ugliest voices in the 
world." 
Today women, with the influence of radio and the 
movies, are becoming increasingly conscious of voice 
culture and its relation to one's personality. Previously 
ignored voice coaches, whose only pupils were stage-
struck individuals, are suddenly rating a front seat. 
Business firms herd their salesmen to them in order to 
smooth out kinks in each man's sales talk. 
Every day more women are waking to the fact that 
a lovely face and smart clothes are not all that is 
needed for charm. Voice defects are not hidden by 
make-up. They are only corrected by hard work and 
patience. Studio experts insist that "voices are the 
most important reason why so many beautiful girls are 
waiting on tables in Hollywood restaurants." 
Gradually awakening to the fact that only about 
five out of every hundred women have really good 
voices, one immediately wonders if she is at fault. The 
best method, though it may be abrupt and rather cruel, 
is the recording machine. You may make a record 
and then grow white even under rouge and lipstick 
after hearing the record played back, but at least you 
know where work is needed. 
There is another less accurate method of hearing 
one's own voice which can be practiced at home. 
Stand Baby Dumpling fashion toward the wall and 
repeat some immortal lines from Shakespeare with as 
much feeling as possible. This will be your most 
musical voice. 
Then angrily tell someone just exactly where he 
stands in your estimation. You will hear your most 
ugly tones. Walls throw back one's voice, and it is 
possible to get a fairly accurate idea of how it sounds 
to others. 
If one is fairly bubbling over with interesting con-
versation but finds her listener's eyes roving, it is prob-
ably not the words but the tune to blame. Most people 
depend entirely on their words to convey their mean-
ing. They do not realize that voices carry impressions 
and attitudes also. 
If your dinner partner has to lean over the table at 
a tie-in-gravy-angle to catch your witty remark, your 
voice is not only weak but probably thin and flat as 
well. Lessons from granddaddy bullfrog would help 
those tunes become full and rich in body. In his voice 
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Voices are streamlined, too, 
declares ] ean A ry 
which can be heard for miles just as a radio an-
nouncer's, this frog would insist that yours lacked 
resonance, not only for amplification, but also for en-
richment and distinctness of tone. 
No doubt he would croak this advice: when speak-
ing, have more breath in those lungs, apply strength 
in the diaphragm and more tension in the chest walls. 
Also, direct the tones forward in the mouth as does the 
man who says, "This is the National Broadcasting 
Company." 
A severe head cold should be the only excuse for an-
other common speech defect, the nasal voice. There 
are only three nasal sounds in the English language. 
They are "m", "n" and "ng". Only these should be 
nasalized, not hundreds of others. 
The soft palate is the common cause of nasalization. 
This membrane, stretched across the roof of the mouth 
at its back, can be raised and lowered to assist the 
mouth in shaping each desired sound. It is little used 
by the average American, especially the Mid-,Vesterner. 
This soft palate is the part of the mouth that feels cold 
when one eats peppermint. By use of a mirror one 
can learn to move it in any desired way. 
America is considered a hurly-burly nation of ter-
rific speed and action. Most of its inhabitants are tuned 
to a high pitch. They work fast, eat fast and usually 
talk fast, yet in reality their speech is lazy. It is not 
fatigue that causes laziness of the jaws, lips and tongue. 
It is lack of training. 
One's mouth is usually open wide only on state 
occasions-when yawning or eating an extra large 
apple. The tongue moves as little as possible, being 
jarred from its practically motionless state only to en-
joy an ice cream cone or to avoid a hot bite of potato. 
To exercise the tongue and lips, repeat nursery 
tongue twisters such as Peter Piper and Simple Simon. 
Hold a cork between the teeth and talk, making every 
word understandable. 
Finally, American speech is famous for its careless 
pronunciation. We talk of American "liticher" ana 
answer "whut" to many a query. It is a good idea to 
listen to a radio announcer and repeat after him sen-
tence after sentence in your most distinct form. 
In overcoming these speech defects, directions are 
not entirely the solution. Instructions should be sup-
plemented by training the ear to distinguish good 
speech from bad. People judge character by voice. 
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d-f f /;caf;O'n cf_efferJ--Precursors to Your J ob 
Mrs. Mary Elva Sather) assistant to the Dean of Home Economics) 
lends a tip to undergraduates on letter writing 
L ETTER writing may be sheer fun to you, but it is of serious concern to the senior who is submit-
ting letters of application. 
Sympathetically, mother overlooks errors in those 
scribbled notes home, but to an employer with a hun-
dred other letters before him, any indications of 
carelessness are sufficient cause to eliminate you. 
One of the first lessons that every graduate should 
learn is the ability to express himself effectively on 
paper. Employers weed out applications through their 
letters. They take the four or five best and ask for 
interviews. Too many letters do not give sufficient 
information about the candidate. 
The most common form of application letter in-
cludes the application embodied in the letter. Another 
consists of a short letter attached to a 
complete application form. 
It is necessary to attract favorable at-
tention by the layout of the letter. This 
is not as much a matter of individual 
taste as is often believed. There are 
essential forms which every business let-
ter and especially every letter of applica-
tion follows. 
As your letter is a personal representa-
tive, it should be written on a good 
quality white bond paper, 8% by II 
inches. It must convey the impression 
that the writer is well dressed, not over-
dressed and showy. Perfumed stationery 
is unthinkable! Fraternity paper, col-
ored, checked or gold-initial stamped 
note-paper is definitely poor taste . 
In arranging the letter on the page, 
consider the law of balance. Do not 
crowd the top of the page and leave 
white space at the bottom. Think of the 
letter as a picture and the paper on 
which it is written, a frame. 
Each letter consists of the salutation, 
the body of the letter and the compli-
mentary closing. In the most common 
forms of application, the body of the 
letter is d ivided into four or five parts 
-introduction, education, experience, an 
optional paragraph and the closing para-
graph. 
The first paragraph is the most diffi-
cult to write. It can be compar~d to the 1 
headline of a newspaper. Its chief pur-
pose is to attract attention so that the 
entire letter will be read. Introduce 
·yourself; tell how you happen to be writ-
ing. 
The purpose of the second paragraph 
is to arouse interest or curiosity about 
the applicant. Describe your training in 
detail and in such a manner that the 
prospective employer is convinced that 
you are the person he wants. 
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In the third paragraph, convince. If yo u have had 
experience, tell about it. If not, describe the special-
ized courses you have taken which particularly prepare 
you for the work. Convince the reader that lack of 
experience is not a real handicap. 
In the optional paragraph, tell the reason you want 
the position and why you are prepared to handle it. 
While ordinarily salary should not be mentioned in 
the first letter, if you have had much experience, the 
employer might think that you will demand a larger 
salary than he could pay. In such a case you could state 
that you would be willing to work for a salary in line 
with the policy of the company. 
The final paragraph should stimulate action by per-
(Continued on page 20.) 
Sally's Cutting 
T HE pulse of fashion is decreasing in speed. There are no dramatics or absurdities. Everything is 
young, fresh and appealing. Spring is like that. 
The fashion influence seems to be a continuation of 
the 1860 silhouette, with slight military influences. 
The silhouette is quite feminine in straightforward, 
simple lines. Wastelines continue to be slim where 
heaven intended them to be, although they look lower. 
They may look even slimmer because of the new 
slightly bloused idea. Skirts are still flared. The new-
est skirt is the one that is narrower and shorter. \1\Te 
see a rather elongated torso which all goes to show 
we are still interested in hiplines. Create a panier 
effect by side pockets. Big pockets make an addition 
to the silhouette, and there are pockets galore. The 
pegtop idea still continues. 
Navy blue has advanced to the front rank of colors. 
Blue also appears in different forms, its newest being 
"shocking blue." Navy is used in combination with 
red and white and brings back the memory of Betsy 
Ross and the first American flag. There's no gayer, 
cleaner, sharper color contrast to be found anywhere. 
The red will lift your spirits, the blue will flatter you 
and the white will make you feel slightly extravagant, 
a bit frivolous and much like springtime. 
It's new, it's news that black is being used with 
blue, a reminiscent of 1918. Flourishes of braid, 
passimenterie and encrustation make the costume dif-
ferent, distinguished and difficult for Americans to 
copy. Black will be gleaming in the most distinguished 
places. You'll be seeing lots of taffeta trim, particu-
lar! y on wool. 
Tan is being disguised in the new rosy "floritan" 
and in a golden "burnished straw." Khaki has defi-
Satin thread chiffon gives milady cobweb hose; a cherry-
1·ed wool scarf printed on an ivory background provides 
an unusual dash for th e shy miss who loves beauty. 
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ay Capet:i In Colorful 
Perky suits with snappy trims are 
elegant for spring) says Barbara Nelson 
nitely been accepted as a color. In pastels you will 
see hot pink, liquid gold, brass band gold and lime-
fruit. Black is always worn, but this season it won't be 
seen unrelieved. Brown has a larger-than-usual spring 
role. 
If you are very daring you might try a two-color 
idea and be one color coming and another color going. 
They'll blink their eyes and may even go so far as to 
whistle. 
Always and always suits are smart. This spring there 
are four types being shown: the strict tailleur, the 
gray flannel suit with pockets galore, the dressmaker 
tweeds and the rib-hugging, hip-hugging, knuckle-
length jacket suit for the long torso line. 
The shoulder line is more natural with less padding. 
Skirts and jackets will be made of one material and 
color. The jacket is getting slightly longer-about 25 
inches. Revers are important. A little girl suit with 
skirt buttoning onto the blouse would be fun. 
Frothy white frills spill out the fronts of neat little 
suits. A military effect is depicted through the use of 
cords and tassels, epaulets, brass buttons and by the 
use of the colors red, blue and khaki. You'll see smart 
suits with battalions of buttons marching down the 
front. 
Jacket dresses are definitely in. Under the jackets 
we find many button-up-the-front dresses. Narrow 
belts are being 'featured instead of the ever popular 
wide ones. Maybe we'll find the coat-dress as practical 
as the French women do. Your little tie silk dress to 
~ear alone or under a redingote will probably have 
great big coin dots or little animals in polka-dot 
fashion. 
Gabardine and pique seersucker will hold a promi-
nent position. New designs 
are found in enamel-dotted 
g i n g h a m, calico prints, 
quilted effects and Nor-
wegian yarn-dyed cottons. In 
rayon, diagonal weaves and 
heavy sheer, basket weaves 
will hold the spot light. We 
will note the introduction 
of two new names for ray-
on weaves: "Twalle" (plain 
weave with plain twist) and 
"Grenai" (two ply alpaca 
weaves). 
For evening flirt t h is 
glamorous cloud-chiffon 
hai:Zdkerchief with hand-
rolled edges and dainty 
lace corners to match. 
In silk we will find many 
patterns, color on white and 
color on color. As always, 
linen will be featured. This 
year it comes to use in tex-
tured p 1 aids, wooly ef-
fects, embroidered and seer-
sucker strips. Stiff fab-
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Spring Styles 
Always the finishing touch to smartness, shoes are becoming more unusual and 
extreme. Patent leathet· is shining in a sophisticated way beneath spring 
ensembles. No toe or much toe is the vogue-no inbetweens. Dark colors are 
always smart, while white announces sun-bright days and cool green grass. 
rics are featured in silk as well as wool and cotton. 
Sleeves are longer and more simple with less padding 
in the shoulders. The Bishop sleeve is coming back. 
There is a narrower silhouette in coats with the 
fullness beginning at the hipline rather than at the 
waist. Oatmeal tweeds are being talked of most. 
Look to the back of the head. Last year's hats had 
all the trimmings in the front, but this season all the 
excitement will be at the back of the head. 
The ever-popular pillbox is featured. Also the 
sailor with its high, rounded crown and inch-wide 
brim or a low crown with a brim up to six inches. 
Off-the-face silhouette bonnets patterned after those 
of the Civil War period are worn far back on the 
head. They give you that innocent, wide-eyed look. 
Hat trimmings are made of fruits, berries and flow-
ers. They're as blithesome as the first robin's chir~. 
The snood is less prominent, but there is lots of vetl 
in full, long and draped effects. Then there are skull 
caps-loads of them-to match or contrast your cos-
tume. They are young and fun and just right for the 
coed. 
This spring gloves either match the color of the hat 
or are the single accent to dark or neutral costumes. 
They are also longer in length, being worn with 
wrinkles over the wrist. A pair of white gloves will 
make a wonderful dessert for your suit. 
Even in a suit season we can't forget to mention for-
mals. The smartest for dinner cover you well, maybe 
with drapery or maybe fitting close. Silk jersey lends 
itself beautifully to the suave evening dress with sleek 
smooth lines. Crepe is of the same type and finds itself 
in hooded versions. Midriffs are occasionally bare. 
But spring wouldn't be the exhilarating essence it is 
without the feminine and dainty fluffy formal. Just 
be yourself in your prettiest attitude. 
Color is being emphasized more than design in the 
new jewelry. Lapel ornaments are popular, flower 
motifs taking the spotlight. Necklaces and bracelets 
of South American seeds in gray or brown, caught at 
the ends by gaudy, irridescent beads, are charmers. A 
string of white composition camellias, to wind around 
your throat at night, and a yard-long necklace of 
bright bubbles are jewelry surprises. 
Fluffs of feathers adorn the evening coiffure which 
may be sprayed with a new, luminous lacquer. Silver 
dust and cleverly twisted braids are another feature 
of nightlights. Patent pumps shoe the foot of Dame 
Fashion and hose are sun-touched. Bags have been 
given broad, daring handles to contrast the severe 
lines. 
Slat seams and deep stitching permit belts to fit the 
midriff in various patterns and materials. 
The all-time favorite of college girls, cardigan and 
freedom-ringing sweaters, are fuller than usual with 
longer, deeper pockets. 
Gadgets figure in odd and various locations. Pin 
boots or jewelled bowknots on hats along with the 
birds of a feather. 
Simplicity and naturalness furnish a guiding light 
for the clothes-conscious coed with the "After Vacation 
Fever. " 
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Success Stories 
Helen Kubacky finds careers ancl 
marriage claim past 
staff members 
M ANY a past editor, associate editor and business manager o[ the i owa Homemaker took the title 
of this publication to heart, for a large number or 
these ex-journalists are now married and putting to 
practical use the principles of homemaking which they 
learned here at Iowa State. Others are engaged in such 
related fields as home service work, experimentation in 
testing kitchens, home economics education and feat-
ure writing for homemaking and foods columns in 
newspapers and magazines. 
The first editor of the Iowa Homemaker lives in 
Ames and is now on the Homemaker board. She is 
Mrs. Fred Ferguson, the former Elizabeth Storm, '21. 
Mr. Ferguson is connected with the college bulletin 
office and has been for years a member of the Iowa 
Agriculturist publishing board. Mr. and Mrs. Fergu-
son sometimes collaborate on stories which are pub-
lished in various magazines. 
Among the more recent graduates following a jour-
nalistic career is Peggy Schenk, '38, former editor of 
the Homemaker, who is with the \1\Theat Flour Insti-
tute in Chicago, directing testing and writing articles 
and recipe booklets. Gay Starrak, '39, another past 
editor, is foods editor for the Chicago Daily News. 
Elizabeth Ann Dickinson, M. S. '39, Homemaker 
business manager, is doing publicity work for the 
National Dairy Council in Chicago as assistant to the 
home economics director. Two former editors, Ruth 
Ellen Lovrien, '33, and Ruth Cook, '36, write under 
the name "Mary Meade" for the test kitchen of the 
Chicago T1'ibune. 
Ruth Kunerth, '39, recent managing editor, is "Mary 
Mason," home economics director for the Junket Folks 
in Little Falls, N. Y. She tests recipes, writes diet 
booklets, experiments with new products and keeps a 
staff of field demonstrators informed of new develop-
ments in foods and nutrition. In addition, she handles 
a large amount of service mail. 
Marjorie Griffin, '37, a past editor, assumes the name 
"Prudence Penny" to write for the Detroit Times. A 
former associate editor, Doris Ingle, '37, is Home Serv-
ice Director for the Gas Service Company of Wichita, 
Kansas. 
Teaching is the chosen field of Leona Neubert, '34, 
and Julia Bartlett, '35, former Hom emaker business 
manager and associate editor, respectively. Miss Neu-
6 
bert is an instructor in Rochester, Minn., and Miss 
Bartlett, in Ellendale, Minn. 
Margaret McDonough, '33, is continuing the jour-
nalistic career she followed at Iowa State as Home-
maher associate editor as editor of the house organ for 
the Chicago Tribune. Bernice Kunerth, '32, former 
business manager, is working on a Lydia Roberts Fel-
lowship at Columbia University. 
Successfully combining homemaking and a journal-
istic career is Mrs. Philip DuMont, the former .Jean 
Guthrie, '31, a Homemaker editor. She lives in Arling-
ton, Va., with her husband and a two-year-old son, 
Paul. As an associate editor of Better Home and Gar-
dens, she writes and edits copy. 
Past Homemaker staff members now homemaking 
in their own homes include Mrs. Clieve McCay (Jean-
ette Beyer, '24), Ithaca, N.Y.; Mrs. C. D. Platt (Ger-
u-ude Murray, '25), Minneapolis; Mrs. Don Hibner 
(Thirza Hull, Ex. '27), of Palo Alto, Cali£.; Mrs. 0. J. 
Burnett (Grace Heidbrider, '26) , of Davenport; Mrs. 
Edward Baur (Lorraine Gutz, '29), of Van Meter; 
Mrs. Chelsea Beach (Hazel Reece, '30), of New Provi-
dence; Mrs. Albert H. Koch (Melba Acheson, '32), of 
Atlanta, Ga.; and Mrs. Loren V. Forman (Miriam 
Richardson, '38), of Appleton, Wis. 
Former business managers who are also practicing 
homemaking are: Mrs. Frank Kerekes (Jessie McCor-
kindale, '21), of Ames; Mrs. C. D. Haxby (Agnes 
Noble, '25), of Crossett, Ark.; Mrs. Cedric Fegtley 
(Reva Pierce, '25), of Baton Rouge, La. ; Mrs. Mal-
comb Baker (lone Hemingway, Ex. '27), of Omaha; 
Mrs. John Kirk (Alice Gould, '27), of Rock Rapids; 
Mrs. T. B. Sands (Ann Niemoller, '28), of Ames; Mrs. 
R. R. Wood (Mildred Birkhead, '30), of Louisville, 
Ky. ; Mrs. Harold Sonnichsen (Thelma Lowenberg, 
'3 1) , of Niagara Falls, N. Y. ; Mrs. John W. Todd 
(Lorene Galbreath, '33), of Balckow, Mo. ; Mrs. Rich-
ard F. Davison (Della Buell, '35), of Lone Tree; Mrs. 
I. L. Williams (Elinor Zoller, '36), of Los Angeles, 
Calif. ; Mrs. J. A .Taff (Lucille Plocker, '37), of Omaha. 
Among the associate editors are: Mrs. Roger L. Med-
bery (Dorothy Parkhurst, '31), of Newton Square, Pa. ; 
Mrs. William Hume (Anafred Stephenson, '33), of 
Albuquerque, N. M.; Mrs. Alarich Zacherle (Margaret 
Stover, '33), of Des Moines; Mrs. C. D. Stoddard (Al-
berta Hoppe, '35), of Milwaukee, Wis.; and Mrs. R. 
Leland West (Elizabeth Brann, '36), of ·waseca, Minn. 
Th e Iowa Homemaker 
Women 
Broadcasting and script writing are 
coming careers) declares jeanne Beckner 
MODERN women, ever seeking n ew careers to 
conquer, arc now competing with male rivals 
for radio glory. 
Several people on the lowa State campus are ex-
perienced in journalism and radio work. They all 
stress the vast opportunities open to hard working, 
talented young women. 
Betty '!\Tells, of the college library staff, gives book 
reviews and reads over ' 'VOl. She says that the outlook 
is optimistic for the graduate with a major in technical 
journalism who is interested in radio work. New ideas 
are at a high premium, however, and the work is diffi-
cult and exacting. 
If one plans to broadcast she must seriously consider 
the quality and possibilities of her voice. It is possible 
to have records made of one's voice which aid greatly 
in overcoming speech difficulties. The control man 
can master a few of them, but the rest depends on the 
individual. 
In radio writing one can't depend on direct person-
ality contact. She has to write with the idea of getting 
her points across to anyone and everyone. One must 
feel the pulse of the audience. Lines should have more 
"meat" in them than those written for the stage. 
One great danger is "over-writing." There is a sense 
of elevation in radio writing. It is possible to write up 
or down. Many radio writers write down to their 
audiences-why? To make a living! There was never 
a time when people needed to have writing elevated 
more than at the present. 
The common problem of salary has turned many a 
talented journalist away from her chosen position. It is 
up to her to put her best into her writing and not 
gauge returns by the size of the pay check. Many 
graduates h a v e to 
have their Utopian 
ears knocked clown! 
They graduate think-
ing the world is liter-
ally waiting for them 
and their journalistic 
abilities. 
W. I. Griffith, direc-
tor of WOI ,stresses 
the importance of 
having something to 
write about before at-
tempting radio scri'pts. 
Si nee accuracy is just 
as important in radio 
as in print, a writer 
must be well informed 
Belly W ells, a member of 
the college libra1y staff 
who 1·eads ove1· WOI, says 
fJrosfJects fol· fJosition s in 
radio jounwlism are good. 
on her topic before beginning a script. 
Mrs. Julia Kien e, a recent visitor on the campus, 
who is director of the Home Economics Division of 
'1\Testinghouse Electric Company at Mansfield, Ohio, 
expressed the sentiments of her daughter, who does 
radio work. Her daughter recently changed from radio 
speech work to script writing, believing there would 
be more opportunities for h er as a script writer. 
Mrs. Eleanor Wilkins, in charge of WOI's Home-
maker Half-Hour, insists that if one is majoring in 
journalism, she must have background subjects. Often 
there is the mistaken idea that journalism is the only 
prerequisite to radio writing. 
Mrs. Zenobia Ness, past editor of the Homemaker 
Half-Hour, also emphasized the importance of having 
something definite to write about. You may know 
how to write, but what good is that if you don't have 
anything in particular to say? 
Mrs. Ness has had "something to say" for a number 
of years. A few well-known people who did their fn-st 
broadcasting under her are Beth Bailey McLean, Mar-
jorie Griffin, who is now "Prudence Penny" for the 
Detroit Times, and H elen Watts Schreiber, who is on 
WHO for the Hoxie Fruit Company. 
"Spoken writing," as radio talk is characterized, de-
mands a technique of its own different from writing 
for print or speaking before an audience. A few col-
leges are giving courses in radio writing and broad-
casting. For the most part, home economists are called 
upon to give radio talks without benefit of formal 
instruction or even the friendly advice of an experi-
enced broadcaster. With hundreds of young women 
struggling to develop radio writing and broaclcasti ng, 
training and willingness to work count much. 
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Household Equipment 
K OROSEAL is the name of a new shower curtain fabric. The synthetic treatment used protects the 
shower curtain from water, air, dust, h eat, cold, acids 
and alcohol. It is said to be more pliant than rubber 
and to hold its original soft, silky quality indefinitely. 
Efficiency is what the butter tray on top of toasters 
shouts. The tray, which is separate, rests on top of 
the toaster where the butter is melted by the heat from 
the toasting units. 
For the first time, prisms used in making candela· 
bras, lighting goods and other decorative items are 
being made in the United States. H eretofore all 
prisms were made in Europe. 
A non-frosting glass developed for the Byrd expedi-
tion will appear on the general market soon. It is made 
of heat tempered glass sheets with dry air between . 
It will be used for refrigerator doors, residences in cold 
climates and airplanes. 
For smoother pie crusts, void of the humps caused 
by formation of steam, a funnel-shaped gadget leads 
the steam out of the crust through a hole pinched at 
one point in the crust. 
8 
"Bottled H a-
v o r" describes 
the new vacuum 
pack h eat-sealed, 
pliofilm- I i ned 
bag used by sev-
eral coffee roast-
ers. The prin-
c ipl e involves 
the d i s p l a c e-
ment of air in 
the bag by car-
bon d i o x i d e. 
The plioform 
lining prevents 
passage of air or 
moisture but al-
lows carbon eli- · 
oxide to escape 
and thus pre-
vents the con-
tainer from 
bursting. 
Covered - ,. 11 !J !J e r 
yam. is beiug used 
for bathing suils in 
new fashions . 
' s NEW IN 
In the fi eld of plastic lighting, thermoplastics, which 
soften under heat, have been brought into use by the 
introduction of fluorescent lighting. Lighting by this 
means involves a small amount of resulting heat. 
-+c 
Made just for the Scotch is a colored plastic soap 
dish that saves money by keeping soap longer. Sixteen 
blunt edged teeth hold the wet soap up so the circu-
lating air will dry it. 
Tannic acid treatment for burns is available in a 
jelly containing the proper proportion of tannic acid. 
Being water soluble, it is eas ily and painlessly re-
moved if further treatment is required. 
Textiles and Clothing 
A CURIOUS fabric containing human hair is be-ing produced. The fabric, which is used for an 
interlining, contains human hair, 31 % ; wool, 10% ; 
staple fiber, 38 % ; Aax, 11 % , and cotton, 10 % . 
-+c 
Latest use of nylon is for surgical sutures. Because 
it is moisture and serum proof and non-capillary. it 
may be ideal in many situations. Nylon is already be-
ing used for hose, fish lines and tooth brushes. It can 
also be used in lace, knit goods, upholstery material, 
and possibly even rugs and carpets. 
-+c 
Textile mill agents predict that the fall 1940 season 
will see an advance of 35 to 45 cents a yard in the price 
of wool fabrics. This estimate is based upon current 
wool values and upon the higher wages in prospect. 
-+c 
Rayon will enter the carpet fi eld this pring. It is 
used in the pile of the rug with some wool and this 
pile may be brushed in swirls to give shading effects. 
-+c 
'Valking in the rain becomes less awkward with the 
new soft rain shoes smartly adorning the foot. They 
are made of su ede-and-kid-finished rubber and come 
in most any colors. 
Vinyon, the new textile fiber which was introduced 
several months ago by the American Viscose Corpora-
tion , is made from a vinylite resin, which is derived 
from natural gas, salt, water and air. The new fiber 
has exceptional res istance to mineral acids and alka-
lies. The yarn is water res istant, non-inflammable 
except at a high temperature and a good insulator. 
Some of the important possibilities in this direction 
are bathing suits, shoe fabrics, glass curtains, uphols-
tery, and awnings. 
Rayo n production has increased nearly 400 % in the 
past 10 years, from 457 million pounds in 1930 to 
2,150 million pounds in 1939. 
Th e Iowa Homemaher 
HOME ECONOM I C S 
A sewing machine which weighs only ll pounds 
will do any type of sewing with the possible exception 
of excess ively bulky material. The machine may be 
placed in a corner in any closet when it is not being 
used. 
Wood pulp made of casurina, a fast growing Aus-
tralian tree recently introduced into Florida, may be 
the next source for use in the making of paper , gun-
cotton and textiles . The tree can grow on poor soil 
but must be protected against cold and fire, to which 
it is unusually sensitive. 
Child Development 
RURAL children are more consistent in their 
wishes than city children! This fact was brought 
to light recently when expressions of wishes of chil-
dren of 7 to 15 years was obtained from 11 5 children 
in city schools and 76 children in one-room rural 
schools. Girls expressed wishes more personal and 
immediate than did boys. Boys' wishes are more of 
the "to become" type, and they also wish for larger 
amounts of money than do girls. Younger children 
expressed more immediate wishes and more wishes for 
material things than did the older children. 
Standing in intelligence tests at the age of 5 cannot 
be predicted from the infant performance scale. Tests 
given when a child is 3 to 6 months or 18 months are 
more valuable than those given at 9 to 12 months, 
mainly because there is only a small number of sig-
nificant items reported at the latter months. 
Puddings are now being canned by a food products 
compan y which are suitable for _the desserts of chil-
dren just past the stra ined foods stage but not yet 
ready to eat all the foods of grown-ups. Many adults 
on special diets will also find the one-serving size cans 
of puddings convenient. 
Foods and Nutrition 
FRUIT juices are gaining popularity as medicinal beverages. The use is principally in the diet of 
persons suffering from certain heart diseases, in which 
fat and protein intak'e must be very low and in which 
salt must be practically eliminated. 
Paralleling the method used in obtaining hybrid 
corn, experimenters announce the development of a 
h ybrid squash. The new vegetable is triple the size 
of ordinary squash and the plant bears twice the 
number. 
AjJril, I940 
Scientists have been inves tigating the claim of mil-
lions of Americans that coffee keeps them awake at 
night. They have found that a person who is well 
supplied with vitamin C is immune to lengthy coffee 
stimulus. 
A new food product is a substitute for chicken fat. 
Intended for those who cannot eat fats of animal 
origin, it is made from soybean, cottonseed, peanut 
and coconut oils, flavored with onions and carrots. 
iC 
Dill pickles may gain popularity when their value 
as a r educing diet becomes more widely known. They 
supply bulk, minerals and a certain amount of vita-
mins. 
Some time this month an enumerator for the United 
States Census Bureau will knock at your front door. 
Besides figuring the number of people in the United 
States, this census will show the effect changing food 
preferences have had on American farming. You may 
tire of h earing, "Eat your sp inach, Mary," but this 
helped to increase the acreage of spi nach nearly six 
times from 1919 to 1929. The increasing demand for 
tomato juice has jumped the tomato acreage from 
316,000 in 1919 to 631,886 in 1934. 
You ma y 
poach an egg 
that has been 
stored from 
seven to ten 
months and yet 
hav e a tasty 
product. If kept 
in an at m o s-
phere co ntain-
ing 2-2.5 percent 
carbon dioxide, 
with high hu-
midity, and a 
temperature be-
low 15 degrees 
Centigrade, eggs 
can be well pre-
served for this 
length of time. 
Tl1is a f I e T1l o on 
dress was 1n n d e 
fmm the rasein of 
milk, while the bag 
was derived from a 
fllastic. 
iC 
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from Crib to College 
Children's books are 
attractive and simple, 
says K ay M anson 
P ETER R ABBIT, the Dutch T wins, Pinocchio and H eidi surely recall thrilling experiences of childhood bookland. 
T here was Little La me Prince soaring from his tower on the 
magic carpet. And remember stepping through the looking 
glass with Alice? T he tears shed fo r the Dog; of Flanders were 
forgotten only in those breathless moments w1th Marcella when 
she found R agged y Ann in the old barrel in grandmother 's 
attic. 
U nfortunately there are probably a few unpleasan t experi -
ences lurking in everyone's book memory. On the lower book-
shelf was an ugly old book with coarse yellow pages. T he 
eagle that carried away little babies and the dark pictures o t it 
caused more than one nightmare. Fortunately the best o f the 
old h ave su rv ived a nd the best of the new are stepping into 
place beside them. 
In the past 10 years many of the old writ ing techniques h ave 
been discarded. T h e characters o f modern children's books 
li ve in health y, normal ever yday situations. Morals are no 
longer ta ught by preaching. \ t\Te don't expect the seven-year-
old to understand about a farmer planting seeds of kindness; 
it's much more practical a nd in teresting to read of him being 
kind to his a nimals. 
T he brigh t books which are decking the children 's counter 
today h ave been wri tten by clever, imaginative people who are 
well informed. Children are q uick to see hu mor, often m uch 
q uicker than adults. T h eir a pprecia tion of laughable situa-
itons is unique. T he language of these books is correct. A 
child doesn 't expect a n adult to " talk down" to him. 
Simplicity is a refreshing feature. T here is no need to invent 
wonders for a child while the clock still ti cks, or sun beams 
ma ke slashes on the wall, while the kitten is soft, or mother 
sings. Child ren do n't crave the unnatural bu t rather they ap-
preciate the usual wonders written in a new and charming 
manner. Books help children to orient themselves. Even adults 
linger on that which makes a pleasing pattern of their scattered 
thoughts. Children grasp what they see a nd read in books a nd 
make it their own . 
Let's trace J ohnny's book li fe from crib to high school. 
Books can make their debut when J ohnny is sti ll 
an infant. Picture dictionaries help him to iearn cor-
rect language. As J ohnny grows, p icture books with 
gay, artistic coloring a nd husky, m a nageable pages 
can tell many a story with the help of his fert ile 
imagination. 
child's book is in the "read it again" value. A worth-
while book stands that test admirably and should grow 
better with age. 
T he pa norama book is a n innovation for young 
child ren. The pages unfold to make a story with clever 
continui ty . T his panel can be preserved as a fri eze on 
a nursery wall. T he new spiral bind ings are appre-
ciated by li ttle hands that can't make a book lie Oat. 
Mother Goose keeps her place among the perennial 
favori tes. J ohnny has often h eard the rh ymes before 
they are in troduced in book fashio n. T he proof of a 
IO 
Animals are a ready· medium for children's yarns. 
A familiar and popular book is the well-read "Black 
Beauty". Some modern books begin with tales of 
stuffed animals in the n ursery; a year later Joh nny is 
reading about ho usehold pets and finally about the 
I i ttle deer in the forrest. 
Boys of today are fortunate to fi nd such a store-
house of knowledge in books of adventure a nd travel. 
In formation is presented a u thentically a nd attractively 
T he Iowa Homemal!er 
Col01}ttl adventum and 111ystery lwrli in the enchan ted woods 
defJicted by Donald E. Coolie in his design on the end pape,- of 
THE FIREBIRD, a book of Russian folk /01·e faT 1 2 to 16 yem· 
aids. This design was used by Marshall Field and ComfJa.ny fo1· 
thei,- ,·ecent juvenile Book Catalog by fJennissiou of the jmb-
lisher, john C. ·TVinston ComjJany. 
in books of ships, railways, polar explorers, steel and 
farming. 
Surprisingly enough, children have very definite 
ideas concerning their preferences. Simplicity is first 
with special attachments to flowers and animals. 
Children love color, but expect it clear, bright and 
April, I940 
authentic. Blue grass, green sunbeams or pink ele· 
phants aren't satisfactory unless, of course, they have 
a definite story basis. 
Maud and Miska Petersham, Berta and Elmer 
Hader are among the beSt author-illustrators. The 
Petershams, American wife and Hungarian-born hus-
band, are known for their color and young figures 
full of action. Kurt '1\Tiesc and Munro Leaf are names 
that have achieved significance. The Pooh books by 
A. A. Milne offer subtle humor, with hidden signi-
ficances found in the little boy character, Christopher 
Robin, Wol, the wise old owl, and Tigger, the tiger. 
II 
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Catherine Raymond tells us an intelligent journalist 
can reap a variety of good positions 
JOURNALISM-This word brings a picture of crowded copy rooms, jabbering typewriters and the 
reek and roll of heavy newspaper presses. But the 
newspaper world cannot lay sole claim to journalism, 
for there are other phases and occupations which de-
mand an intimate, tested knowledge of the public 
mind and its reaction to the printed wm~d. For some 
of these, newspaper experience is not necessarily a 
prerequisite. 
With the development of the field of advertising 
more and more stress is given the skillful use of words. 
Appropriate accompaniment must be given gorgeous 
magazine and newspaper layout, and here journalism 
has entered with a zest. 
Women, eager to enter the huge store of opportunity 
which is the journalism world, cannot jump through a 
window. They must prepare to enter the door fully 
aware of the requirements and able to meet them. 
Most journalists unite in their belief that nothing sur-
passes the merits of a broad education. By broad they 
refer to an acquaintanceship with all subjects as well 
as a thorough comprehension of many of them. This 
does not necessitate a college education, but it has been 
said that it is impossible to have too much education 
for journalism. On the other hand, it is impossible to 
judge a journalist by the amount of education she has 
had. The distinction lies within the individual's ability 
to carve out a well-rounded background for herself. 
The little bookworm who once may have been told 
to cure her lazy longing to lie for hours, entranced with 
the adventures of Huck Finn or the poignant story of 
Little Women, has formed a valuable habit. Wide 
reading of everything from biography to criticism is 
prescribed as a necessary part of a journalist's life, and 
there is no time like the present to begin the develop-
I2 
ment of an active interest in literature in all of its 
forms, including a daily reading of all of the news. 
There are no limits on the amount of writing a 
potential journalist should do, and a daily pursuance 
either as a hobby or as a vocation is wise. Newspapers 
offer the most familiar field for women in journalism. 
The society and women's pages followed by the book 
review section offer great opportunity. More women 
hold the position of reporter than any other position, 
but few of these are with metropolitan newspapers. 
Seldom does a woman become an editorial writer or an 
assistant or associate editor. 
Many women journalists are reviewers of plays, art, 
music and books, while others aspire to the positions 
of drama or music critics. These are positions for 
which the men still maintain a priority right. 
There are certain features which are thoroughly 
feminine even to their conception. Such a one is narra-
tive advertising. The creation of just such an idea as 
this is the best means through which a woman gains 
the attention of her editor. 
The range of magazine positions includes work on 
trade journals, women's mass magazines, house organs, 
youth, fine arts and ftlm magazines. The woman reigns 
in the women's magazines, for we have yet to learn 
from men about child-rearing and homemaking. The 
magazine demands greater versatility of its employees 
than does a newspaper as well as a variable personality 
and ability. 
When a woman chooses advertising as her field she 
seldom finds her work boring, for here she may be 
expected to handle any number of jobs, no two of 
which are alike. In department stores there are oppor-
tunities in writing, assistant advertising managing, 
space selling, publicity directing or broadcasting which 
is still on the defmite upgrade. As a specific example 
one woman composes radio sketches, arranges historical 
displays, conducts fashion shows and writes hand bills 
for one store, at the same time writing "blurbs" for 
book jackets in her spare moments. 
Dare devilish publicity agents are usually men, for 
in most cases a woman is employed directly by the 
party who is being publicized. Her publicity work is 
for social welfare, miscellaneous business houses or 
individuals. Women journalists may be employed by 
agencies, too, in which case they are kept busy with a 
limitless variety of jobs. 
Journalistic "voices of experience" oppose the feel -
ing that this field is overcrowded. They say, instead, 
that persons have been concerned with the technical 
training rather than with the building of a firm fou n-
dation of general knowledge. Many knew how to 
write, but few knew what to write. 
Th e Iowa Homemaker 
Gain Recognition 
Gaynold Carroll finds szx home economzcs 
faculty members listed in American Men of Science 
I OWA STATE'S women-as well as her men-are definite contributors to timely scientific research. 
Listed in the latest edition of American Men of Sci-
ence are six women from the faculty of Iowa State's 
Home Economics Division. Included in the rostrum 
are Dr. P. Mabel Nelson, Dr. Pearl Swanson, Dr. 
Louise Peet, Dr. Margaret Ohlson, Miss Louise 
L'Engle and Miss Belle Lowe. 
Contributing to the advancement of science, the 
work of these women has been calculated to be most 
valuable in each particular field. Some have advanced 
science by teaching, others have done administrative 
work and still others have prepared text books or other 
compilations-all carrying on research work in natural 
and exact sciences. 
A star is prefixed to the subject of research in the case 
of about a thousand of the biographical notes. These 
are the thousand students of the natural and exact 
sciences in the United States whose work is judged 
most important. The star means that the subject of 
the biographical sketch is probably ainong the leading 
thousand students of science of the United States. 
Selections are made by a vote of men competent in 
each science. 
Present members in American Men of Science num-
ber more than 28,000 as compared with 4,000 in the 
first edition. Vassar, Smith, Mount Holyoke, Wellesley 
and Bryn Mawr-together furnish 25 percent of all 
women listed. Chicago and Columbia Universities 
alone contribute 30 percent of all advanced degrees 
of which the doctor of philosophy leads. 
Chief fields of interest for women appear to be bot-
any and psychology with zoology following. North 
Central and North Atlantic states produce 73 percent 
of all women listed. New York and Massachusetts, in 
gross numbers, are the most productive states. 
Receiving both her bachelor of science and master 
of science degrees from the Univesity of California, Dr. 
P. Mabel Nelson completed work for her doctor of 
philosophy at Yale University where she was an as-
sistant in physiological chemistry. Coming to Iowa 
State in 1923, Dr. Nelson served as associate professor 
in the Foods and Nutrition Department as well as 
being in charge of graduate and research work. She 
became prof~ssor and head of the department in 1926. 
Fields of the publications to which Dr. Nelson has 
contributed are dietary studies, experimental cookery, 
diet and lactation, vitamin content of vegetables, meat 
cookery, home canning of meat and vegetables, heat 
penetration and indices of spoilage, unidentified food 
essentials, vitamin techniques and nutritional status 
of college women. 
Credited to Dr. Pearl Swanson is research on the 
effects produced in the rat by a diet deficient in in-
organic constituents, method of assay of vitamins and 
the role of meat in nutrition. Coming to Iowa State in 
1930, Dr. Swanson has had the rank of professor in the 
Foods .and Nutrition Department since 1936. She re-
ceived her bachelor of science degree from Carleton 
College, her master of science from Minnesota and her 
doctor of philosophy at Yale, where she was an Alex-
ander Browne Cox fellow. Before coming to Iowa 
State, Dr. Swanson taught in the Minnesota high 
schools, at Carleton College and at Montana State 
College. 
After receiving her bachelor of arts and master of 
arts degrees at Wellesley College, Dr. Louise Peet spent 
a year at Constantinople College where she taught 
chemistry. She took work for her doctor of philosophy 
degree in the Foods and Nutrition Department at 
Iowa State, later becoming associate professor in that 
department and finally head of the Household Equip-
ment Department, which position she now holds. Dr. 
Peet taught chemistry at Istanbul College, Istanbul, 
Turkey, last year. She has published several papers 
and bulletins including meat in nutrition, application 
of heat to cooking utensils made of various materials, 
and care of meat in household refrigerators. 
Iron and copper metabolism was the special topic 
pursued in graduate work done by Dr. Margaret 
Ohlson who came to Iowa State in 1935 from Michigan 
State College. Dr. Ohlson took her undergradaute 
work at Washington State Coll~ge while her master 
of science as well as her doctor of philosophy work was 
done at the University of Iowa. She has taught at the 
University of Indiana and has been a dietitian in 
Spokane, Washington. 
Miss Louise L'Engle, active in nutrition service both 
for the American Red Cross and Emergency Relief Ad-
ministration, received her bachelor of arts degree from 
Goucher College and her master of science from Co-
lumbia University. Miss L'Engle has long been prom-
inent in student club activities in state and national 
Home Economics Association work. She has been as-
sistant professor in the Foods and Nutrition Depart-
ment at Iowa State since 1929. 
Accepting an appointment to come to Iowa State 
as an instructor in 1918, Belle Lowe is now a professor 
in the Foods and Nutrition Department. She earned 
her doctor of philosophy and master of science degrees 
at the University of Chicago. Professor Lowe spent 
two years in the Home Economics Bureau at Washing-
ton, D. C., doing research work and has completed 
several experimental projects in frozen foods including 
meat, poultry, fruits and vegetables. She is the 
author of Experimental Cookery, the second edition of 
which was published in 1937. 
Other Iowa State women listed in the last edition of 
American Men of Science are Dr. Erma A. Smith, pro-
fessor of Zoology and Entomology, Dean Maria Rob-
erts, dean emeritus of junior college and chairman of 
Student Loan Committee, Professor Gertrude Herr of 
the Mathematics Department and Dr. Edith Swingle, 
instructor of bacteriology. 
IJ 
the _//;[echanicaf d-~e Fresh Air • 1n 
Shirley Ambrose finds air conditioning 
as modern as frozen strawberries 
"LA ID sakes," exclaim Grandma and Grandpa, 
"what's all this new-fangled talk about air con-
ditioning in the home? Is it a fad, like college women's 
knee-length hose and men's high-water trousers, or will 
it turn out the way horseless carriages did?" 
There no longer is anything "new-fangled" about 
home air conditioning. Already millions of dollars 
annually are spent for it by Americans. Each year 
equipment becomes higher in quality and lower in 
price. Home air conditioning is a present possibility 
that homemakers should consider. 
Benefits of air conditioning are well known: Cool 
rooms in the summer, warm ones in the winter, no 
drafts, correct humidities at all times-it is agreed that 
all these and more of air conditioning pleasures would 
be fine to have. "Yes," one might say, "and so would 
a winter place on the Riviera, if we were millionaires." 
But the fact is that air conditioning your home is 
no terrifying investment in comparison with other ex-
penses which are probably accepted as matters of 
310 Main 
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course. Let's assume that you 're building a six or eight 
room house-and that you're going to install, as an 
absolute necessity, a good heating system. That will 
cost you several hundred dollars. All right! Already 
you have a part of complete air conditioning-the heat-
ing part. All that must be added to get it "complete" 
is equipment for cooling, regulating the humidity, 
cleaning and distributing the conditioned air through-
aut your home. 
Top-grade equipment for this, installed and ready 
to go to work, will cost from $400 to $700 in addition 
to the furnace. The lower-priced unit heats, cools and 
regulates humidity by circulated air alone, while the 
higher figure r efers to the "split" type of system, in 
which circulated air does part of the work and radiator 
heat is used for the rest. 
It is surprising to many individuals to learn that in 
modern air conditioning for the home there are no 
combinations to remember, no mazes of p ipes and 
tricky gadgets. With the help of experts, the equip-
ment is selected and then installed. It works auto-
matically the year around and takes little more space 
than a furnace. 
But why is air conditioning importan t in the home, 
a small scale institution? The answer is simple: Where 
are health and comfort more important than in the 
home? On those muggy summer nights the air con-
ditioned home is a pleasant sleeping place, for the 
circulation of air is complete and gentle, reducing 
humidity that causes sticky h eat. 
Eliminating extremes in humidity means, too, that 
doors do not stick, furniture retains its fmish and does 
not bulge at the joints, p ianos need to be tuned less 
often. Cleanliness is another importan t factor: house-
cleaning is done once a year instead of several times; 
light woodwork and wall paper stay fresh much longer; 
curtains and draperies are cleaned less often. Dust and 
dirt must find hideouts if dust and dirt exist-with air 
conditioning, the "hideout" is a filter. Children can 
playin spacious basements that contain no out-dated 
coal rooms or furnace smudges. 
For the kitchen, radiator heat is used in winter, 
and in summer small separate exh aust fans maintain 
fresh cleanliness. Steam h eat is better in the bathroom, 
too, where a waft of air-gentle though it would be-
from the circulated air grilles would not be so welcome 
after a warm clip in the tub. A similar radiation system 
is u sed in the built-in garage, where there is no need 
for cooling. 
vVith the cost of purchasing and installing home a ir 
conditioning comes the cost of u sing. First there's the 
furnace alone. In a well-insulated house of moderate 
size and type, the bill for fuel oil for a furnace should 
be well under $100 a year. The total air conditioning 
operating cost, including the above $100, averages 
about $190 yearly. This is for everyth ing-heating, 
cooling, humidity control, air filtering and circulation. 
In short, i t costs approximately an extr~ $90 a year for 
the added comfort and health advantages offered by a 
complete job of air conditioning. 
Th e Iowa H omemaher 
Challenges the College Journalist 
Fashion knowledge plus good word usage 
means interesting work ahead, explains Margaret Anne Clarh 
T HE college woman who, on coming home from a formal, relates easily and vividly "who wore what 
and why" might make an excellent fashion journalist. 
Maybe she worships the goddess Fashion and delights 
in talking about her. Her memory of detail is, no 
doubt, excellent. 
The imaginative college woman interested in textiles 
and clothing, who finds it easy to crystallize h er pic-
torial memory into readable sentences, finds a direct 
challenge to her abilities in the field of fashion writing. 
The position of fashion editor today has become 
several jobs in one. It offers a business occupation 
and also demands creative work. A student need not 
be a writing genius to gain a mentionable post in the 
fi eld of home economics journalism, but she must be 
a person trained in the use of words. 
If one is thoroughly familiar with clothes and their 
latent possibilities, she will have little difficulty in 
finding writing material. Anyone who is familiar with 
the chatter of fashion magazines and women's sections 
in metropolitan newspapers is conscious of its casual, 
flu ent, condensed character. 
A knowledge of journalistic style such as may be 
secured through practical experience on a college 
paper forms a good foundation on which to build a 
career. Most successful fashion journalists modify 
their style and weave a definite personality into it. 
An understanding of the social world and its usages 
is important. It would be quite difficult for a writer 
to describe in flowing detail "what they are wearing 
on their southern cruise this winter" when she has 
little or no idea of the atmosphere of a southern cruise. 
The flex ibility of the fashion world offers a great 
variety of positions. Many enterprising journalists 
create their own jobs. In general, the business of 
fashion writing consists mainly of promoting some 
designer's creation. Many interesting angles develop 
from this base when the industry is considered as a 
whole. 
First, the designer herself must be publicized. Every-
one knows how dearly the exclusively dressed woman 
pays for the French labels in her gown. Some designers 
do all of their own publicity work or at least dictate 
what their press shall consist of. Thus, an interesting 
combination of artistic and journalistic talent is 
achieved. 
Also, the manufacturer or retailer must be promoted. 
There are fabrics and color combinations to be brought 
before the consumer's eye. It is the task of a home 
economics journalist to create a demand for the de-
signer's product in the mind of the consumer. Mil-
linery, shoes, bags and gloves also require extensive 
publicizing. 
w·hy are we all wearing chunky gold jewelrY. on our 
sweaters this year instead of the single strand pearls 
that we wore last year? Because we have been told that 
"metal jewelry is what is being worn this year." 
. Many women create their own positions. They may 
forecast to department stores information predicting 
what coeds will want to wear to football games next 
fall. Perhaps they will go around the country con-
ducting fashion polls. 
The smart fashion magazines offer desirable editorial 
and advertising positions. A number of them conduct 
career contests that may serve as wedges for ambitious 
college students to pry their way into their chosen 
field. Most daily newspapers carry a home economics 
page with at least one or two columns of running com-
ments on clothes available in local stores. 
Pattern companies employ many skilled fashion 
writers to provide descriptive copy for their pattern 
books. Sewing machine manufacturers need journal-
ists to publish their leaflets of sewing helps and hints. 
Fashion writing gives a wide scope for the journal-
ists' art. The constant change and the variety of it 
offer opportunities for description and critical work, 
which can result in distinguished articles. 
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I T'S NEWS when the private life of any actress is 
made public, but when the actress is a great one--
Helen Hayes-it's a book called Letters to Mary, (Ram-
dom House, $3.00) . It's the story of the life of the 
actress as told by her mother, Catherine Hayes Brown, 
in a series of letters to Helen's 9-year-old daughter, 
Mary MacArthur. 
The book contains a series of illustrations covering 
Miss Hayes' entire career and contains an introduction 
by Charles MacArthur, her husband. The author 
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informally discusses Hayes versus Hollywood and tells 
many incidents that occurred in her daughter's early 
days on the stage. As a conversational biography, Let-
ters to Mary is a captivating success lrom start to 
finish. 
• C UTHBERT GLEEP may be a thing of the past, but names just as bad continue to exist. Of 
interest to those unfortunates with unpleasing moni-
kers who can't yet change their names, will be Prof. 
Ernest Weekley's jack and jill (Dutton, $1.50). Briefly, 
it's a study of Christian names-the beautiful and the 
horrible varieties thrust by bewildered but enhusiastic 
parents upon their innocent and helpless offspring. 
The author collects and writes about them in an enter-
taining and enlightening way . 
• I f YOU'VE gone this far in college without reading The Girl and Her job (D. Appleton-Century, 
$1.00), you've missed valuable advice from Esther 
Eberstadt Brooke, the manager of a leading New York 
City employment agency. The book is the outgrowth 
of numerous conferences with college and high school 
graduates and answers, fully and completely, questions 
asked by them. It eliminates guesswork from the pur-
suit of a career by intelligent assistance in selecting the 
right career in time to prepare for it, and in proper 
instruction on the technique of seeking a position. 
The branches of business most women enter-pub-
lishing, advertising, finance and merchandising-are 
discussed pro and con amid valuable information. 
Choosing a job, training for a job, finding a job, apply-
ing for a job and holding a job, the author talks frankly 
about without cooling your enthusiasm or leaving in-
tact your erroneous beliefs about big business. 
• C ALL it jazz, swing or j ive, it's still art to Diana J ordon, who defends the dance in her slender 
volume, The Dance as Education (Oxford U., $1.25). 
Firmly believing that dance should find a place in ev-
ery school, not merely as a part of physical training 
but as an art, the author discusses such phases as 
freedom, sensitivity, rhythm, form, self expression and 
imagination. 
She declares that dance gives to those who study it, 
something of its own beauty-certain assets to living 
and the individual's physical, mental and spiritual 
development. Quoting Francis Beaumont, who must 
have been the Ben Bernie of his day (17th century) : 
"Shake off your heavy trance 
And leap into a dance 
Such as no mortals use to tread; 
Fit only for Apollo 
To play to, for the moon to lead, 
And all the stars to follow!" 
• EACH time you applv your lipstick, do you think of the ingredients it contains? Is it worth the 15 
cents or dollar you paid for it? Consumer Economics 
(Manual Arts Press, $1.92) has been written as a guide 
in the buying not only of cosmetics, but also of tex-
tiles, shoes, hosiery, clothing, drugs and foods. 
Co-authors Ada Kennedy and Cora Vaughn pre-
pared this book to answer in an intelligent and or-
ganized manner the perplexing questions of the con-
sumer. They believe that the expenditure of an income 
has direct bearing on the welfare of an individual, a 
family and finally a nation. Consumer Economics has 
been written to help you as a consumer shoulder your 
responsibilities more efficiently. -Betty Bice 
The I ow a Homemaker 
Land Yourself a c:£clwlarj_hir 
Textile majors have a wealth 
of opportunities> maintains jeanne Beckner 
A LTHOUGH the "doorstep" type of opportunity 
may still be scarce, there are many possibilities 
of advancement for those who work for it. Today there 
are numerous fellowships and scholarships awaiting 
the energetic student. This is especially true in the 
field of textiles and clothing. 
Northwestern University offers graduate service 
scholarships in retailing. Here students have the privi-
lege of working with cooperating firms and obtaining 
practical experience in their specialized field. Last 
year 27 were selected from over 100 applicants . Actual 
selection was based upon scholastic ability, outside 
experience, school activities and the applicant's general 
aptitude for and interest in a retailing career. 
Other universities which annually offer fellowships 
in textiles and clothing are the University of Wiscon-
sin, the University of Oregon and the University of 
Minnesota. Each year the Texti les and Clothing De-
partment receives requests from these universities for 
Iowa State girls to accept fellowships. 
The Prince School at Simmons College in Boston 
offers scholarships and courses in ·preparation for ex-
ecutive positions in retail stores. A college degree is 
required. Some of the courses offered are retail organ-
ization, personnel principles and practices, art applied 
to merchandise and display, textiles and fashion. 
Much stress is laid upon field work such as selling in 
Boston stores, ·investigation of functions and operations 
of non-selling departments, executive work in stores 
in Boston and other cities, study of the merchandise 
of a store department, accompanied by service and 
comparison shopping. Typical positions held by grad-
uates are personnel director, employment manager, 
merchandise manager, buyer and assistant buyer. 
For those who desire to actually design clothes, spe-
cial scholarships are offered covering a year's tuition. 
The Tobe Coburn School offers five fellowships each 
year to seniors. Only one is awarded in any one college 
or university. A set of qualifying test questions is 
mailed to all applicants. Those whose replies show 
most aptitude for fashion work are asked to work out 
a fashion research project. They receive a list of sub-
jects from which they may select one to investigate. 
The Elizabeth Stuart Close Studio of Design also 
offers advanced work for those who wish to continue 
in costume design. All appointments are made at the 
Institute of Adult Education, Steinway Hall, New 
York City. The school offers costume design for the 
stage, trade, styling textile design and personal de-
velopment. 
Vogue's annual Prix de Paris contest for senior wo-
men with a yen for writing and a creative hand toward 
fashions offers wide opportunities. 
The contest consists of two parts: first, a series of 
quizzes to be answered by all entrants; second, a thesis 
which only those entrants who receive passing marks 
on the tests are eligible to submit. The quizzes con-
sist of questions based on fashion features, music, art, 
literature and the theater. 
The editors of Vogue judge the contest on clear and 
vivid writing, dramatic presentation of ideas, fashion 
knowledge and general information. 
First prize is a year's employment with Vogue, six 
months of which will be spent in the Paris office and 
six months in the New York office. In addition to her 
salary, the winner will be paid her expenses to and 
from Paris. Second prize is six months' employment in 
the New York office of Vogue. Third prize is a special 
Vanity Fair award of six months' employment as a 
feature writer on the Vogue staff. 
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in the News 
l OW A STATE remains one of the leaders in home economics schools as more and more of her grad-
uates are placed in coveted positions of this field. 
Betty Jean Burbank, '39, who has been teaching in 
one of the household service training centers in Atchi-
son, Kan., has accepted a position as foods writer on 
the Chicago Herald-American, replacing Carol Brueck, 
'37. Miss Brueck is now on the home economics staff 
of the Heinz Company, Pittsburgh, writing and dem-
onstrating. 
Ruth Schrenk, M. S. '39, is with the Omar Flour 
Company, Omaha. She is working with bakers, doing 
large quantity experiments with flour in the improve-
ment of bread quality. Miss Schrenk was formerly em-
ployed in the coffee shop of the w ·ieboldt Store, 
Chicago. 
Eloise Fisher, '39, is combining a career and an 
education, acting. as a resident advisor in a home 
management house at Purdue University and taking 
graduate courses . .Teaching home economics in the 
Frances Parker School, Chicago, is Dorothy Duck-
worth, '30. Miss Duckworth also teaches an adult 
class in principles of cookery at the School of Do-
mestic Art and Sciences, Chicago. 
Education majors of the December '39 class teaching 
high school home economics are Audrey Baxter at 
Harcourt, Faith Blomgren at Chariton, Frances Loper 
at Creston, Olga Sand at Denison, Audrey Smith at 
Lake Park, Maxine w·ood at Elliot, and Rachel Dangas 
at \ 1\Tilliam River, Minn. Mabel Moore is at the Baby 
Development Clinic in Chicago. Elsie Lind, M. S. '39, 
is in the Walker Junior High School in Milwaukee and 
Bengl Hixson, M. S. '39, is in the public schools of 
Amarillo, Tex. 
Mary Kirkpatrick, '39, has been appointed student 
dietitian at the Lincoln General Hospital, Lincoln, 
Neb. Kathleen Leonard, also a December graduate, 
goes to the Broadlawns General Hospital in Des 
Moines. 
Ruthe Swigart and Aletha Paul, '39, are training in 
Iowa Extension work. This training service is a new 
method of preparing college graduates for home dem-
onstration work in Iowa counties. 
Frances Lennon, '39, nutrition major, is employed 
in social service work in Chicago in connection with 
parochial school lunch rooms. June Bailey is doing 
home service work with the public Service Company, 
Ottawa, Ill. 
Institution management majors graduating in De-
cember are Virginia Abbot, who is employed at the 
Women's Exchange Tea Room in Milwaukee, and 
Leone Goodman, at Lawson's Cafeteria in Chicago. 
Alta Teeter is serving her foods apprenticeship in the 
salad department of the Zumbro Cafeteria, Rochester, 
Marion Gutz, '39, began a new job with the Food 
Service Department of the Carlton Hotel, Oak Park, 
Illinois, on March 18. M iss Gutz, who majored in 
home economics journalism, was previously employed 
by the Fruit Dispatch Company, Chicago, where she 
demonstrated banana cookery. - Lydia Stewart 
Th e Iowa Homemaker 
Marion Dougan retells 
student ingenuities 
TO GIVE you the efficient feeling that comes when you save a few pennies with some clever trick, to 
help a roommate solve some problem or to help you 
use your ingenuity in creating something clever, some 
of our alert coeds have assembled helpful hints. When 
your mother has that baffied look on her face and you 
can offer one of these gems of wisdom, she'll probably 
forget about that overdrawn account of yours and 
begin to appreciate her daughter more. 
To start in balancing your bank deficit, try home 
economics sophomore Margaret Paden's idea for a 
smart, practically no-expense necklace to adorn your 
collarless dresses and sweaters. Having gathered a 
handkerchief-full of acorns on a walk through North 
\1\Toods, she collected screws, ~hellac and leather and 
set to work. 
After she had washed the acorns, she fitted caps on 
them, made a tiny hole through the cap and top of the 
acorn and inserted the screw. A coat of shellac to give 
a shiny luster followed and when this was dry, she 
strung the acorns on a long slender piece of leather 
with a knot between each acorn. 
Pleasant odors are conducive to pleasant atmosphere 
and the effect is easily achieved according to June Shak-
stad, H. Ec. Jr. By sprinkling a bit of lavender sachet 
under the ironing board cover, she finds that the damp-
ness of tht> clothes is all that is necessary to bring the 
fragrance into the things that are being ironed. 
Eleanor Mack, H. Ec. Jr., has a new idea of peeling 
oranges. She begins at the stem and cuts the rind into 
segments like petals of a flower. This is much quicker 
and retains more juice than ordinary peeling methods. 
Lorraine Guernsey, H. Ec. So., says that a small 
magnet kept in the sewing box is useful in picking up 
needles and pins and in your makeup box for collect-
ing stray bobby pins. Foods students, why not try 
Eleanor Mack's system of cooking carrots with the 
skin on as you cook beets. Then scrape them, butter 
them and reheat them. You'll find the carrots are 
sweeter and the flavor is superior to those cooked in 
the usual way. 
Different and appropriate kitchen-curtain tiebacks 
made out of two large, tin kitchen spoons bent double 
and enameled a suitable color are suggested by Mar-
garet Randall, H. Ec. So. Tack them in place, spoon 
bowls to the outside, and tuck in the curtains. 
If you've been having trouble with nails splitting, 
Mary Jane Pauley, H. Ec. Sr., has found that it helps 
to file them with only the fine side of an emery board. 
Maybe you're one of the favored few who doesn't 
have any bad habits, but Jane Fay, H. Ec. So., has an 
idea for getting rid of hers. She says the alert person, 
conscious of the little flaws in her personality caused 
by bad habits, can put up small signs-preferably 
humorous-around her room to remind her of the 
things she wants to remember. Put one in front of 
your desk, one on the mirror of your dresser, one near 
the door for you as you leave the room or on.e as a 
bookmark. 
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~i~fft:arky 
of a Home Economist 
D OROTHY COOLEY THOMPSON, '25, now 
"Mary Martensen" of the Chicago Herald Amn-
ican, came under the benign influence of the jour-
nalism department after her graduation. 
In relating her post-graduate experience, she says, 
"I feel very proud of the fact that I was the first Iowa 
State graduate to be assistant bulletin editor under 
Mr. F. \1\1. Beckman, head of the Journalism Depart-
ment at that time." 
Mrs. Thompson's professional debut in foods was 
made in 1928 in field work for General Foods Cor-
poration, where she managed food shows and cooking 
schools. 
In commenting on her Chicago newspaper work, 
Mrs. Thompson said when she started to write food 
copy for the Chicago Daily News in 1935, she had 
learned that chocolate eclairs and cucumber holland-
aise weren' t especially important to most women, but 
that good pie crust and planning three meals out of a 
4 pound roast were. 
Mrs. Thompson recently joined the staff of the 
Chicago Herald Amaican, where seven women under 
her supervision write copy for seven issues of the paper 
each week. She answers from 300 to 400 letters a day, 
takes care of countless telephone calls, gives a daily 
foods demonstration for women's club groups, tests 
recipes, prepares special recipe leaflets and in other 
ways makes her department a service to readers. "It's 
all part of my job," she says. 
In private life, her home hobby is cooking for her 
husband, Louis Thompson, '27. 
-Gaynold Carroll 
Application Letters--
(Continued from jJage 3.) 
suading the employer to suggest an interview. T ell 
where your credentials may be secured or give the 
names of references. Do not list references unless vou 
have first secured permission. This is common courtesy, 
and the replies that are sent will be more helpful. 
Never ask an employer to answer by return mail. 
The second method, the short letter attached to the 
application form, is more difficult to write, but it is 
preferred by many employers. It permits originality 
and conveys the personality of the writer more con-
vincingly. Before attempting to write this kind of 
a letter, get all the information you can about the 
company, study the requirements of the job, and then 
match yourself to fit them. 
After you have listed all of the qualifications you 
possess which you think are important for the particu-
lar job, try different ways of expressing yourself to 
show both your preparation for and your interest in 
the work. 
The application form which accompanies the letter 
presents in tabulation your training, experience and 
the names and addresses of references. Here again, if 
you have not had actual experience, describe specific 
courses which may be considered the equivalent of 
experience. State in detail the part you .have taken in 
campus activities and list any instances which prove 
your ability to worl< with others. 
Th e Iowa Homemaher 
Journalistic 
~finlfo 
A FRE:\CH weather e'pert ha~ made 'Pring le\l'l legal ])\ prm ing that a gaseous radium emana-
tion is rdea.,ed by the melting of witHCJ snows. '1 hi~ 
abnormal radioactiYity is bcli e,·ed to produce a tem-
poran ~timulation, which is followed ll\ th e familiar 
'Pring depression a nd fatigue. 
• Recent!\ disnl\cred in an old trunk " ·a., a hook ol 
rule~ lron'l .\1t. HolYoke College, printed in 1H;)7. 
\nwng the regulations \l'l'JT, ". \student lllli't be able 
to pcd potatoc'>, kindk a hre and milk a co\1· . .. 
'\o \oung la<h ma\· han· a ~orial engagement with a 
\oung man unk~~ he is a minister of the ckrg) or a 
retttrnnl missionar) from China . .. e'en girl nutst 
walk two miles a day unless an earthquake or .,imilat 
<alamit\ pre\cnts." 
• .\ lajor hatards imohed in the popular indoor sport 
ol dunking doughnuts arc said to be greatl) reduced 
ll\ the in\'ention of a ne,,· type of dough nut with a 
baked-in handle that should prm·e a boon to all dunk-
ing enthmiasts. Triangu Jar in shape, the imprm cd 
doughnut is fried around a wooden handle, making it 
far easier to manemer in and out of steaming hot coffee 
and more appealing to feminists . l\Iaybe the next is-
sue oi"Etiquette" will c,·en accept dunking. pro\'iding 
the proper kind of doughnuts are used . 
• rhe latest coiffure for e\'ening features an artificial 
halo caused b) a luminous lacquer sprayed on the 
hair alter it has been arranged. This is one fash io n 
fancy that won ' t be copied by Parisians or other style 
leaders in black-out countries. 
• For unique p la n t containers or flower pots tq 
wooden shoes sold in tulip festi\'al towns. Shellac them 
on the inside to make them waterproof. then arrange 
wandering plants or noYcl !lower patterns to your 
heart\ cont ent. You can fasten them to the window 
frame or use them lor table decoration~ . 
• O hio 'ltat c coed., wear the man\ fraternit y pin on 
their wrist watch straps. Perhaps the connection i-, 
between the heart and pulse. ">onll' paro<h on the 
popular tune, ''Doc~ ) our Heart Beat lor ,\Je!" ' 
• Keeping step with the times is the " lip.,tick plm" 
de' icc which has interchangeable cartridges lor the 
'ariotl'• color requirements that wom<·n ~t ·em to han' 
lrom da) to night. The refills, or repla<Tm<·nts, an: 
meta l ba~es which fit exact]\' in the rase. There is 
l' \Cn a o·uarant ee that a girl ~,·on ' t smudoe hc1 hng<T' 
t) t ;-, ' 
changing the load. 
:\. woman with a keen eye lor a m thing new in hou'>t'· 
hold appliances was ha,ing breakfast rt'<Cnth with a 
friend whose kitchen window looks dm,n on a bus\ 
'>ll"t't't corner. I he lriend. glancing down toward t h~· 
'I r<Tt , s11dden h dropped the eggs she " ·as preparing 
for breakfast in the boiling wat er : and still ·watching 
the '>tn·et. as suddenh tunwd and took them out. "The 
bnt timepiece in the wmld lor eggs," sh e t''\.dainH.:d 
triumphantlY. "e-.;anh three minutes: in o11 the green, 
out on the rnl." /Jo ro thv lnnr U oo 1/ 
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to read the Homemaker each month. You may 
show your appreciation by patronizing them. 
Ames Dress Club ........ .. .... ........... ...... .......... . .. ... .. ... 19 
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Stephenson's 
Student Supply Store . 
Trueblood's 
Western Grocer 
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... " 14 
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" 20 
... 20 
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FOOLIN' 
What we say about 
Jack Sprat Fancy Pine-
apple in April holds 
good every other month 
of the year! 
Every can of Jack 
Sprat Pineapple con-
tains only the finest , 
tender, golden, Hawai-
ian F ruit picked when 
thoroughly ripened and 
canned promptly in a 
luscious, rich syrup. 
"They don't come no 
better!" 
• 
Jack Sprat Foods, Inc. 
rrover 300 Varieties" 
Spring 1940 COAT Hit 
Exclusively Here! 
· A fitted dress coat you'll like for 1ts 
newer modified shoulders. its slimmed 
skirt. its graceful sleeves. That's why it's 
such big news fo1· Spring. Fits perfectly 
9 to 17 sizes.. . $l9.95 black or navy 
·College Shop. Tl>ird Floor: Ea.~r 
OUNKER 
